The successful application of neural-network algorithms for prediction of protein structure is stymied by three problem areas: the sparsity of the database of known protein structures, poorly devised network architectures which make the input-output mapping opaque, and a global optimization problem in the multiple-minima space of the network variables. We present a simplified polypeptide model residing in two dimensions with only two amino-acid types, A and B, which allows the determination of the global energy structure for all possible sequences of pentamer, hexamer, and heptamer lengths. This model simplicity allows us to compile a complete structural database and to devise neural networks that reproduce the tertiary structure of all sequences with absolute accuracy and with the smallest number of network variables. These optimal networks reveal that the three problem areas are convoluted, but that thoughtful network designs can actually deconvolute these detrimental traits to provide network algorithms that genuinely impact on the ability of the network to generalize or learn the desired rnappings.
I. INTRODUCTION The application of neural networks as a computational tool is rapidly expanding into the physical sciences [1] , engineering [2] , mathematics [3] , and even managerial [4] studies. However, their successful use is often hampered by the lack of rigorous proofs that specific network architectures (neuronal connections and biases) are optimally designed for a given pattern-recognition or memoryrecall task. The utilization of neural networks for direct predictions of protein structure [5 -20] provides an example of this difficulty. The objective in this case is to convert the information about the primary structure (the amino-acid sequence) into predictions about the secondary structure [5 -15] (local chain-folding preferences) and tertiary structure [15 -20] (overall protein-folding pattern). Until recently, the best network designs for secondary-structure prediction did somewhat better than other non-network statistical methods [20 -24] , but did not seem able to improve beyond an average of 65%%uo overall predictive capacity. Recently reported statistical methods [25, 26] are now in fact competing effectively with -65% prediction accuracy. Furthermore, certain types of secondary structure are predicted much less well than this average, such as P turns, where the best network predictions were 26% [11] . The prediction of tertiary structure [15 -20] has also been tried, but with limited success when compared to sequence-homology methods [15] .
Three possible sources of error exist for neural-network prediction of protein structure. First, the experimental database of known protein structures is extremely sparse compared to the entire family of possible proteins with comparable degree of polymerization; this alone suggests that network training using some or all of the database would be insufficient.
Second, the network topologies themselves may not permit effective learning strategies, so that the network is unable to adaptively predict, or generalize to, a new data set of sequence-structure relationships.
Finally, neural networks from a mathematical-optimization standpoint are known to suffer from their own multiple-minimum problem, so that optimal solutions are not easily attainable.
Furthermore, these three fundamental problems, which are in themselves quite formidable, further exacerbate poor neural-network predictive capacity by their convolution. Database sparsity is thought to be responsible for the observation that hidden layers do not improve secondary structure predictions because there is simply not enough higher-order information (representative interactions between two or more amino acids) to exploit the full power of such neural-network topologies [13, 14] . In this case, neural networks would be confounded by the distinction between sequences for which a specific substitution (mutation) leaves the folding pattern unchanged, from those that experience profound folding changes resulting from the same specific substitution. Information that is present in the database may be lost for neuralnetwork topologies with too many free parameters and arbitrary training criteria. The network in this case has simply "fit" the data in a nonlinear least-squares sense so that the network performs exceptionally well on the training database, but is overtrained so that generalization to the testing set is impossible [19] . The multiple minima problem, whereby "converged" neural network weight and bias parameters define a local minimum, re- 1993 The American Physical Society suits in the trapping of the training process into network solution minima which are not optimal [10] . Fig. 3) , sequence AAABAA has as its lowest energy structure a "P-sheet" motif (Fig. 4) , sequence AABABB may be classified as "helical" (Fig. 5 ), while sequence AAABAB provides an example of a lowest-energy structure which is globulelike (Fig. 6 ). These representative structures reveal more clearly the roles of amino-acid types A and B in mixed sequences using the parlance of protein chemistry. Due to the stronger A-A attraction as compared to B-B, residue type A is more likely to form secondary structure "hydrogen bonds" (such as the Psheet structure in Fig. 4 and the helix in Fig. 5 ) or to be more hydrophobic (by "maximizing" a "hydrophobic core" as in Fig. 6 ). Due to its comparatively weaker interaction, amino-acid type B is found to be analogous to the glycine residue in that it is usually found at a turn (Fig. 4) or on the polypeptide exterior ( Fig. 6 ) in mixed sequences. The reasonable structural diversity present in our simple polypeptide model and the associations which exist with real protein chemistry provide sufficient impetus for defining neural-network architectures which perform perfectly for these small model systems in order to provide insight into models for larger and more realistic polypeptide models.
III. NEUTRAL-NETWORK DESIGNS
Neural-network approaches for performing learning functions such as pattern recognition are motivated by the fact that the central nervous system is known to excel at such tasks [1] . In application to the protein-folding problem, neural-network algorithms are required to predict patterns of local and global chain-folding preferences of the native protein ( where y is a damping, or "learning, " factor.
In previous applications of feedforward neural networks for predicting secondary [5 -15] and tertiary [15 -20] protein structure, the sources of error described in the Introduction may have contributed to their diminished predictive accuracy: database incompleteness, nonoptimal network topologies, and mathematical optimization problems.
Our approach, involving a much simpler chemical model, will ultimately allow us to deconvolute these debilitating attributes in order to assess their impact on optimal neural networks for predicting three-dimensional proteins with full sequence diversity. Figs. 8 and 9 , the Boolean function involves the direct connections between inputs i and j with the output neutron k, the latter which describes the value of contacts i,j. Figures 8 and 9 differ only in the assigned weights m; and w k, which are both +1 in Fig. 8 and both -1 in Fig. 9 . Thus the network defined by the Boolean function in Fig. 8 (Fig. 9) Fig. 8 (Fig. 9) for AA (BB) interactions, and -1 value otherwise; for the central Boolean function described in Fig. 10 Fig. 8 (Fig. 9) The benefit of these Boolean function types is that they correctly categorize a large portion of the sequences into on and off contact values using only two or five weights and at most one hidden neuron. Additional architecture is then required to correct the individual Boolean function results on a much smaller subset of the sequence database for a given contact value. For notational convenience we will refer to the network type in Fig. 8 as NN1 , that in Fig. 9 as NN2, and that in Fig. 10 Fig. 8 (NN1), Fig. 9 (NN2) , and Fig. 10  (NN3) , respectively. Columns denoted by "Weights" refer to the weight variables found for the optimal network for connections between the input channels and hidden layer neurons (i~h), hidden neurons to output neurons (h~0), and input channels connected directly to the output neurons (i -+0). The +1  +1  +2  +2  +2  +3  +3   +4  +1  +1  +1  +1  +1  +1  +1  +1 -2, 0, -2, 0,0,0,0 ning left to right ( The polypeptide lengths which we have considered here are much smaller than those conventionally seen in real protein databases. However, the heptamer length is sufhcient for establishing the network topology trend toward large polypeptide sequences, and the Boolean function in Fig. 10 is clearly the optimal of the three networks considered in the limit of large sequence length. We note that a combination of network topologies is optimal for the pentamer and heptamer by strict definition (i.e. , a minimum in the number of network variables by choosing NN1, NN2, or NN3 for each contact). However, NN3 is competing effectively with the combination network at the heptamer length and will likely become optimal in the length limit due to a greater number of shared hidden neurons between contacts. Furthermore, 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIDN
In addition to the highly desirable trait of neuralnetwork predictive accuracy, insight into the means by which neural networks learn the higher-order information in sequence-structure correlations, i.e. , the chemistry of amino-acid interactions, would be equally valuable. It has been a well-documented fact that "good" training on a database may actually result in overtraining so that generalization by the associative-memory algorithm is lost [1, 8, 15] . In regard to the protein-folding problem, this loss of generalization results in the inability of the network to recognize chemical relationships between sequence and structure. We believe that the optimal neural networks presented in the preceding section for our twodimensional polypeptides indicate that insightful learning is possible and may provide clues as to how networks can be devised and trained to predict the mapping between sequence and tertiary structure for more realistic polypeptides and proteins. In this section we comment on the traits that optimal neural networks should satisfy in order to bring to fruition both prediction accuracy and genuine learning strategies. As concluded in the preceding section, we believe that NN3 (Fig. 10) is the best general architecture for neutral-network predictions of protein structure, and it is on this network which we base the following discussion.
The central Boolean function depicted in Fig. 10 (2.2) . Given the appropriate input representation, the architecture of NN3 exploits this relevant "second"-order information [13] by succinctly encoding the nonbonded interaction into the central Boolean function.
In addition, long-range sequence information is required to predict even local contacts. The dedicated neuron indicated by 1,0,0,0,0, -1,0 input weights for the o. ,3 contact for the heptamer in Table IV provides such an example, where an amino acid far removed from the pair under consideration dictates quite strongly the fold outcome. Recent neural-network applications which use "windows" of amino acids, i.e. , local sequence information, for predicting distance matrices [19, 20] [10, 29, 30] or to structures with strong sequence homologies [19, 20] . Ultimately, the goal of this continued neural-network study is to apply the principles learned for this simplified version of neural-network predictions of 2D structures to the genuine prediction of tertiary structure in three dimensions with full sequence diversity, given the accompanying limitations of the database. The accurate determination of even the residue-residue contact values in this case would provide a reasonably robust proteinstructure prediction method. While we believe that further important enhancements to straight network structure predictions are still feasible (and necessary), it is unlikely that complete and accurate structure prediction by neural networks alone is possible. Nonetheless, we are prepared for this outcome with an optimization method [5] which incorporates neural-network predictions into empirical protein force fields as guidance for smoothing the complex protein hypersurface to retain only the native-structure minimum.
Frustrated interactions resulting from the interplay of the protein potential-energy function and constraints representing the neural-network predictions serve to aid the search for an optimal structure determined with full atomic resolution. A pilot study of the method applied to melittin [5] showed that the deficiencies of neural network predictions can be redressed by their incorporation into an empirical protein force field to provide predicted structure in excellent agreement with the crystal structure. To what extent degradation of neural-network performance is permissible for robust protein tertiary-structure prediction of globular proteins is the topic of future studies in the further development of constrained optimization.
